BRING YOUR MANNEQUINS TO LIFE
BRING YOUR MANNEQUINS TO LIFE

With over 30 years of experience, we’ve mastered high quality realistic forms with human characteristics, at a great price. Whether you need a small run of fiberglass (FRP) or a large roll out of plastic mannequins, let Eddie’s enhance your in-store image as a polished international brand.

THE EDDIE’S ADVANTAGE

- Fast, either starting from scratch or updating an existing form.
- Lower cost of development.
- Easy process.

A DIRECT APPROACH

Let us lead the way to create forms that will connect with your customers and identify your brand.

Client sign-off on a real human pose accelerates the development process, reducing the time and expense to create multiple prototypes.

Alternatively, we can quickly create production moulds directly from your existing designs.

DESIGN & PRODUCTION

Whether we’re improving the quality of your current forms or creating new forms, our team carefully walks you through every step of the design and production process. The development process and quality control are paramount to success.
THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

1. CREATE A NEW FORM
   - Client design brief required.
   - Descriptions, photographs and examples accelerate the start of the development process.

2. SAMPLE FORM PROVIDED BY CLIENT.
   - Improvements are highlighted if an existing form is being updated. The possible adjustments are noted on the sculpture.

3. IMPROVEMENTS ARE HIGHLIGHTED IF AN EXISTING FORM IS BEING UPDATED. THE POSSIBLE ADJUSTMENTS ARE NOTED ON THE SCULPTURE.
   - 3D images are approved by the client before sculpturing or moulding commences. Any adjustments can be made before this point.

4. MOULD OR SCULPTURE IS CREATED FROM THE APPROVED 3D IMAGE OR EXISTING MANNEQUIN.
   - Clients choose the human pose or 3D image created that best meets the design brief.

5. PRE-PRODUCTION SAMPLE APPROVED BY CLIENT.
   - Completed form produced and documented for distribution.

6. COMPLETED FORM PRODUCED AND DOCUMENTED FOR DISTRIBUTION.
Our product line has over 3000 different stocked items including packaging, hangers, showcases, mannequins and display forms, tags and tagging supplies, acrylics, pricing supplies, grid and slatwall supplies, security products, literature holders, easels, signs and sign holders, metal floor and wall racking. Check our online catalog at: www.eddies.com to learn more.

Custom Fixtures and Displays
Racks, tables, counters, POP, sign holders, counter/floor fixtures, and display accessories. Mixed material – metal, wire, wood, glass and acrylic.

Custom Hangers
Your business is unique and your hangers should be too. We’ll help you to determine the type, shape, dimensions and features best suited for you. Contact us today to speak with a custom hanger specialist.

Custom Mannequins
A fresh approach that takes real humans and uses their emotions and body shapes to create three dimensional characters that retain their desired human elements.

Custom Packaging
Promote your brand, store or business with custom printed packaging. Check out our stock plastic bags, paper shoppers and boxes and let us help you make these into a powerful brand statement.

Excellent Customer Service

24/7 Shopping
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